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possible. Mr, Rankin advised that there had been some aul difficul ly. on Mie part, aaa 
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d that as a result of * 

the meeting of the Commission on Monday afternoon there would be a formal * 

request in writing for the raw reports, of the Bureau which would back up the: . 

material that the Bureau has Aas furnished to the Commission. Mr. Rankin was” 
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_ Mr, Rankin mentioned that the Commission was also iilerested ee 
in any postal money orders that had been sent or received by eilher Ruby or Neos 
Oswald, It is known that the Bureau has already developed a good deal of : : 
information concerning the non-existence of money orders in the Dallas, 
Texas, area and the oriieseien: s request for money orders will be further . 
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With reference to the venort prepared by the Bureau, ‘gepien of 
‘which were delivered to the various members of the Commission, Mr. Rankin , 
indicated that he would like to obtain an additional twenly copies of this report © 
along with the exhibits that were sent with the reports, Mr. Rankin was - 
‘advised that Malley was not aware of the exact number of copies that were “°°: 
in existence, and Rankin immediately replied that if half this number of copies .- 
could be made available it would be very helpful. There are in existence and _ 
readily available at the present time twenty-one copies of the report andthe =... 
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ADDENDUM CAMB s h (4) 12/17/63: Supervisor Papich, through he fe cad 
CIA, picked up comments by Allen Dulles to the effect that itanbin is 
considering an investigative staff to conduct additional investiga=— 
tion. Also, the Comission will consider relations between various 
Federal agencies to see if there are defects and whether these should 
be corrected by legislation. Also, the Coumission will be in business 
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